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Abstract
Molecular motion in monolayers is thought to influence the kinetics of charge trans-
port and recombination in systems such as dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). In this
work, we use ab-initio molecular dynamics to evaluate the geometry and timescale
of such molecular motion in a D102 monolayer. D102 is a dye routinely used in
DSSCs, which contains two chemical groups, indoline and triphenylethylene, that are
also present in many other dyes. We find that, at low surface coverage, the dye ex-
hibits two main tilting axes around which it heavily distorts within 10 ps. Further,
the two benzene rings in the triphenylethylene group rotate with a 3-4 ps period. We
observe that these large amplitude movements are suppressed at full coverage, meaning
that dyes in a monolayer are locked into place and only undergo minor conformational
changes. Our observations indicate that, counter-intuitively, charge diffusion across
dye monolayers may be faster in the parts of the system that are characterized by a
lower surface coverage. Since charge transport in dye monolayers has been proven to
accelerate recombination kinetics in DSSCs, these results provide the basis for a new
understanding of the electronic properties of sensitized systems and device efficiency.
Introduction
Molecular monolayers have applications in a broad range of research fields from optoelec-
tronics,1–5 to catalysis6–8 to medicine.9–12 They are used in many technologies to tune the
fundamental properties of pre-existing materials. In Dye Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs) for
example, TiO2 nanoparticles are sensitized with a dye molecule monolayer that absorbs a
wider range of incoming photons and initiates exciton splitting.13–17 Consequently, deriving
design rules for optimal dye monolayers is core to the study of DSSCs. These rules are based
on a number of characteristics, namely the dye absorption spectrum, the energy level align-
ment with the metal oxide substrate and the dye adsorption properties, including its binding
mode to the surface.18–22 Recent theoretical and/or experimental studies have significantly
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contributed to the precise characterization of sensitized TiO2 surfaces (conformational and
optical properties) and pushed towards the elaboration of an explicit relationship between
the molecular properties of the monolayer and DSSC efficiency.23–31 In particular, the ar-
rangement of the dyes within the monolayer (molecular fluctuations, short to medium range
order or lack thereof) has been recognized to influence charge injection, recombination and
more recently hole transport kinetics.32–36 However, more is to be learned about molecular
motion in dye sensitized systems, from packing patterns to the geometry and timescale of
conformational changes, before a clear link with device characteristics can be established.
Characterizing such motions is highly non-trivial, partly due to the organic/inorganic nature
of the interface where the dye monolayer sits, which is difficult to probe both experimentally
and theoretically.37,38 Nevertheless, serious efforts have been made to gain insight into the
structural and vibrational dynamics of sensitized metal oxide surfaces. STM, X-Ray, NMR,
IR, photoelectron spectroscopy and Molecular Dynamics (MD) allow for an atomistic descrip-
tion of the dye molecule / metal oxide interface with estimations of the surface area per dye,
binding modes and molecular orientation of individual dyes relative to the surface.32,34,39–43
Non-linear optical methods such as sum frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG) are espe-
cially relevant to dye sensitized systems due to their applicability to liquid-solid interfaces and
monolayer sensibility.44–49 Adsorption structures and orientation distributions of sensitized
surfaces are keys to building an accurate picture of DSSCs.50–55 Others have investigated
the effect of thermal fluctuations on these structural features as well as on the electronic
properties of the dyes.33,56–60 Nevertheless, up to this date, we do not know how the pres-
ence of other dyes affects these orientation distributions, nor whether it changes over time,
and if so on what timescale. As a result not many models explicitly account for the effect of
molecular motion on charge injection, diffusion and/or recombination in DSSCs.33,61,62
Recent Quasi Elastic Neutron Scattering (QENS) investigations show that, at full cover-
age, anchoring moieties of commonly used dye molecules do not rotate around their anchoring
groups on timescales between ten picoseconds and a few nanoseconds.36 This suggests that
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changes in conformation of adsorbed dyes occur through part of the molecule that are not
directly connected to the anchoring group. Also, the arrangement of dye molecules results
from the competition between the adsorption strength to the surface and the steric hin-
drance within the monolayer. Consequently, we expect the molecular degrees of freedom to
depend on the surface coverage with high coverage areas showing series of molecular orienta-
tions that differ from low coverage areas, yielding to a high configurational disorder within
a monolayer.63
In this paper, we study the geometry of the motion of indoline and triphenylethylene
groups, building blocks of many commonly used dyes (see Figure 1).64,65 We look at the
degrees of freedom of these groups in D102, one of the few dyes for which we already know the
packing pattern on a (101) TiO2 surface. We find that D102 in isolation (e.g. no immediate
neighbors) bends along two main tilting axes and the benzene rings of the triphenylethylene
group rotate within a couple of picoseconds. We show that these dynamical molecular
rearrangements are severely hindered by the presence of other dyes. At full surface coverage,
the dyes adopt disordered but static configurations. This heterogeneity is rationalized to
have significant effect on device kinetics.
Figure 1. Chemical structure of the molecular building blocks studied in this work. (a)
Triphenylethylene (b) indoline and (c) dye D102 with both groups. The red labels mark the
atoms whose displacement are considered later in the study.
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Theoretical Methods
We studied the effect of coverage on the molecular dynamics of a D102 monolayer. We built
a periodic lattice using a surface-less unit cell that contains up to four dyes in their energy
optimized geometries (mimicking full surface coverage). Although the metal oxide surface is
not included in the simulations presented here, the dimensions of the unit cell were chosen to
reproduce the preferred positions (bidendate anchoring mode and intermolecular distance)
of D102 on a TiO2 (101) slab (see Figure 2a) along the x and y directions (the (xy) plane
being the plane of the virtual surface) as already published elsewhere.33,34 The magnitude of
the lattice vectors were 15.14 A˚ and 20.48 A˚ in the x and y direction respectively, as shown
in Figure 2b.
Figure 2. (a) pair of D102 on a TiO2 slab. The preferred positions of a pair of D102 on
TiO2 (101) in both the x and y direction were previously found with CPMD simulations.
In this work we used these reported preferred positions to build our surface-less unit cell.
Atomic color key: red = oxygen, pink = titanium, yellow = sulfur, green = carbon, blue
= nitrogen, white = hydrogen. (b) Our unit cell with two D102 diagonally positioned (in
black). Also represented the three dye unit cell including the molecule in orange to the
previous ones. (c) Top down view of a fully populated unit cell.
We chose a four dye unit cell for two reasons. First, it allows us to simulate multiple
surface coverage conditions by removing dyes from the unit cell while preserving its dimen-
sion. In this work, we used four, three, two neighboring, two diagonal and one dye per unit
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cell corresponding to 100%, 75%, 50%, 50% and 25% surface coverage respectively. Second,
it accounts for cross interactions in the unit cells where two dyes are diagonally positioned.
For example, we show in Figure 2b the unit cell with two dyes in diagonal (in black) and
three dyes (adding the orange molecule to the other two). To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first time that unit cells with more than a pair of molecules are used for molecular
dynamics simulations of dye monolayers.
After energy minimization, we ran 10 ps of Born-Oppenheimer MD (including equilibra-
tion) using the software package suite CP2K,66 in the NVT ensemble (300K) for the five
surface coverage conditions described above. We chose ab-initio MD despite its cost because
force fields for dye molecules are not readily available. An alternative approach could have
been to generate such force field prior to running classical molecular dynamics. However,
this would not have been a trivial task and new force fields would need to be developed if the
simulations were to be run for other dyes. The striking advantage of the protocol presented
here instead is that it can be directly apply to any other system, including co-sensitized
surfaces and/or co-adsorbents.
Since we did not include the TiO2 surface in these simulations, we fixed the anchoring
group (single carboxylic acid as shown in Figure 1) of each dye to mimic the adsorption to a
subjacent substrate (virtual TiO2 surface). By fixing the whole COOH group, we indirectly
make the assumption that the dye molecules bind to the virtual surface in a bidendate
mode. To further mimic the presence of the surface, the anchoring group of the dyes were
kept protonated, as reported elsewhere.33 Note that these conditions do not allow for dye
desorption.
The nature of the electrolyte surrounding the dye monolayer in DSSCs differs from device
to device. While acetonitrile is the most common solvent, water or solid state materials are
also regularly employed. Nevertheless, it is accepted that liquid, as well as solid, electrolytes
sit on top of the dye monolayer with only occasional molecules percolating closer to the
metal oxide surface. In other words, solvent molecules are not expected to interfere with
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the inter-dye interactions. Consequently, we chose not to incorporate the electrolyte in this
work. This keeps our findings general (by being relevant to solid as well as liquid DSSCs)
and has the significant advantage to limit the number of variables in our ab-initio model.
Periodic boundary conditions were employed in all directions. As explained above, the
magnitude of the lattice vectors were 15.14 A˚ and 20.48 A˚ in the x and y direction respectively.
In the z direction, we set the magnitude of lattice vector to 40 A˚ to allow for a vacuum slab
spacer of over 10 A˚. We used Density Functional Theory (DFT) with the combination of
PBE67 functional and DZVP68 basis set to compute the gradient, as well as a DFTd369 pair
potential correction and a 0.5 fs time step.
Results and Discussion
In this article, we look at the dynamics of one D102 molecule as we increase the number of its
nearest neighbor, up to full surface coverage. With Emon the total energy of the monolayer,
we define the interaction energy, Eint as,
Eint = Emon − nEisolated,
where n is the number of dyes in the unit cell and Eisolated the energy of D102 in its optimized
geometry in gas phase (Eisolated is therefore a constant). Figure 3 shows the interaction energy
Eint (left) and the interaction energy per dye Eint/n (right) for 10 ps NVT trajectories at
five surface coverages. The data presented include the equilibration time. Given that there
are no free molecules in our system, the equilibration is only necessary to accommodate for
the presence of nearest neighbors. This is consistent with the low coverage simulation (black
curve) that immediately reaches a stationary state while the high coverage simulation takes
the longest to equilibrate (about 2 ps). For consistency, we exclude the first 2.5 ps in all
simulations when calculating averages and standard deviations.




























Figure 3. Interaction energy (left) and interaction energy per dye (right) within the dye
monolayer at varying surface coverage conditions. The number of dyes per unit cell (which
corresponds to a surface coverage) is indicated for each data series (black, red, orange, green
and blue is for 1, 2 diagonal, 2, 2 and 4 dyes respectively). The vertical, black dotted line
marks the time from which the averages and standard deviations reported in Table 1 are
calculated.
well as the standard deviation per molecule for each case. Unsurprisingly, the magnitude
of Eint correlates with the coverage condition : the more densely packed the monolayer and
the greater the energy difference with respect to isolated molecules. The interaction energy
per dye however, plateaus when reaching 75% coverage. This suggests that the strength of
molecular interaction is similar whether a dye is surrounded by 3 or 4 neighbors.
Table 1. Average, average per dye and standard deviation per dye of the inter-
action energy for the five surface coverage conditions, computed from the data
presented in Figure 3.
Surface coverage # dyes / unit cell 〈Eint〉 / eV 〈Eint/n〉 / eV σ per dye / eV
25% 1 -1.66 -1.66 0.30
50% 2 (neighbor) -5.00 -2.50 0.20
50% 2 (diagonal) -4.27 -2.13 0.18
75% 3 -8.58 -2.86 0.15
100% 4 -11.33 -2.83 0.11
We note that the energy fluctuations per dye molecule (e.g. the standard deviations
per dye) decrease with increasing surface coverage. This means that the molecules are con-
strained by their neighbors in the monolayer and explore a fragment of the configuration
space. Overall, fully populating the monolayer will decrease the energy fluctuations per
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dye by 0.20 eV (∼ 8kBT )., which translates into a strong, coverage dependent, site energy
disorder. At last, we see that the energetics of a two diagonal dye unit cell resembles the
energetics of a two neighboring dye unit cell better than of a one dye unit cell. This seems
to invalidate the assumption commonly made that interactions between two dyes diagonally
positioned are negligible. These observations have implications for studies of sensitized sys-
tems. Indeed, experimental data is often interpreted within the Gaussian disorder model
framework where energy disorder is introduced using a constant (∼0.1 eV) standard devia-
tion. A more accurate picture may be to have a local disorder term whose tunable magnitude
would account for the variations in surface coverage expected in real systems.
Next, we investigate the geometry of the motion of the dyes in the monolayer and how
this motion is affected by the surface coverage. Two scenarios are possible: (i) D102 is a
rigid molecule and rearrangements only occur via tilting of the entire dye to accommodate for
the steric hindrance caused by its nearest neighbors or (ii) D102 is flexible and neighboring
dyes will constrain its naturally occurring conformational changes. We show in Figure 4 the
displacement of a few atoms along the body of D102 during the 10 ps simulations at varying
surface coverages. We chose to track the two nitrogen atoms (the one directly above the
anchoring group that we will label Nac and the indoline one, labelled Nindoline) and three
carbons of the triphenylethylene moieties (labelled C1, C2 and C3).
Nac serves as a control; positioned slightly above the fixed COOH anchoring group, its
displacement over the 10 ps trajectory rarely exceeds 1 A˚ and no distinction can be made
between the different coverage conditions. However, it is apparent that the coverage strongly
influences the displacement of the other atoms, both in the indoline and triphenylethylene
groups. Let us focus on the case where only one dye is present in the unit cell (25 % coverage,
in black in Figure 4). After a small rotation over a couple of ps, Nindoline steadily shifts away
from its initial position (final displacement of 4 A˚). This indicates that the dye tilts with
respect to its starting configuration. This is substantiated by C1’s identical behavior, only






































































































Figure 4. Displacement (absolute value, in A˚) of the chosen atoms along the body of D102
: Nac, Nindoline, C1, C2 and C3. The carbons all belong to the triphenylethylene group as
shown in the sketch. The displacement was calculated with respect to the position at the
simulation starting time. Black = 1 dye, red = 2 dyes diagonal, orange = 2 dyes, green = 3
dyes, blue = 4 dyes per unit cell.
by the rather immobile Nac, this does not seem to be a tilt of the entire dye, rather the
triphenylethylene group is tilted with respect to the indoline group which is, in turn, tilted
with respect to the rest of the dye as shown in Figure 5a. Meanwhile, the benzene rings on
the triphenylethylene group further rotate around the (C1C2) and (C1C3) axes. Although
C2 and C3 both rotate a few times within the simulated time, it looks like the motion isn’t
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quite symmetric as one may have expected. This is due to the fact that D102 is not standing
up on the surface. Rather, it is bent, causing the triphenylethylene group to not align onto
the normal to the virtual surface plane, as illustrated in Figure 2. As a result, one of the
benzene rings is pointing downwards and is in closer interaction with the rest of the dye,
affecting its rotation. In summary, we observe two tilting axes as well as the independent
rotation of two benzene rings, meaning that D102 is a flexible molecule naturally undergoing
conformational changes (aforementioned scenario (ii)).
Let us now look at the effect of the surface coverage on these large amplitude motions.
Overall, the displacement of the atoms for the case with two dyes diagonally positioned in
the unit cell (red in in Figure 4) follows quite closely the displacement of the atoms for the
case with one dye in the unit cell, except for C3 that no longer rotates. In this case, the other
dye prevents the closest benzene ring of the triphenylethylene group from rotating. This is
consistent with the absence of C3 rotation when the monolayer is even more populated (three
and four dye unit cells in green and blue respectively in Figure 4). When the second dye
is next to the dye considered, as opposed to at a diagonal, C3 still rotates but takes twice
as long to do so (in orange in Figure 4): the neighboring dye hinders the rotation of the
benzene but does not suppress it completely.
Figure 5. Comparison of snapshots taken at the beginning (blue) and the end (red) of the
10 ps MD simulation at (a) 25% and (b) 100% surface coverage. The tilt axes are represented
in yellow and green while the rotation axis of the benzene rings are shown in black.
At full coverage condition, the displacement of all the atoms plateau within 4 ps. This
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implies that the dyes tilt slightly and lock one another in place in the monolayer (see Figure
5b), as has been observed in other systems.63 This finding also agrees with previous CPMD
simulations of dyes on TiO2 (full coverage condition) where no large amplitude motion of the
molecules was observed33,34 as well as with recent classical MD simulations.70 The highest
displacements are observed at 75% coverage (three dye unit cell in green in Figure 4) where
the motion is similar to the full coverage case but the dyes tilt few angstroms more for each
atoms.
Overall, dynamical molecular rearrangement is only observed at low surface coverage. As
the number of molecules per unit area increases, the rotation of dye fragments are repressed
and only a rigid displacement of the whole dye, accommodating the steric hindrance, is
observed (scenario (ii)). In a recent study, Monti and coworkers70 investigated the short-to-
medium range order of D102 on TiO2. They found that, at high coverage, the monolayer
is organized in domains; with packing units characterized by a different orientation. They
conclude that pi-stacking and T-shaped interactions are the main driving forces toward the
formation of ordered surface aggregates. The present study suggests that these forces would
be weakened at lower surface coverage because the rigid displacement of the molecules will
vary the distance between interacting aromatic rings. As a result, we would expect the
domains to be smaller at lower coverage conditions.
These findings have implications for the kinetics of charge transfer and recombination
in DSSCs. Indeed, it has been showed that dynamical molecular rearrangement could ac-
celerate transport in dye monolayers by enabling charges to escape configurational traps.33
More specifically, ignoring the dynamical rearrangement of the dyes D102 and D149 led to
an underestimation of hole diffusion coefficients by at least a factor of 15. Although these
kinetics are still relatively slow (diffusion coefficient of ∼ 10−8 cm2.s−1 compared with ∼ 10−6
cm2.s−1 in organic crystals for example), it was shown that charge diffusion in dye mono-
layers reduces the lifetime of photo-generated charges by up to two orders of magnitude.35
In other words, charge transport across the interface accelerates recombination kinetics in
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DSSCs. Therefore, it becomes essential to understand and control the transport properties
of sensitized systems. In this work, we show that the fully populated monolayer loses the
dynamical signature of the molecular rearrangement of D102 in isolation. In real systems, we
expect the monolayer to exhibit a number of low coverage areas (due to local dye desorption
for example) within an otherwise fully populated monolayer. This implies that, somewhat
counter-intuitively, charge diffusion may be faster in the parts of the dye monolayer that are
characterized by a lower surface coverage. This study provides evidence that a clever control
of the coverage in dye monolayers could results in a fine tuning of their electronic properties,
ultimately reducing recombination losses in DSSCs.
Conclusion
In this study, we modeled a D102 monolayer at five surface coverages. We showed that
at low surface coverage, D102 exhibits large amplitude motions, with tilting indoline and
triphenylethylene groups as well as rotating benzene rings. We expect these findings to be
transferable to other dye molecules that contain similar chemical groups. We also showed how
these motions are suppressed when the coverage increases. In real systems, the dye monolayer
is likely to be inhomogeneous with high and low coverage areas. This means that the
strong configurational disorder inherent to these systems varies in magnitude and dynamical
signature across the monolayer. This study provides the basis for quantifying the effect
of molecular dynamics on the kinetics of charge transport and recombination as previously
hypothesized. It also invalidates the use of a small constant disorder when analyzing and
interpreting experimental data. Rather, a variable disorder, for which inhomogeneity in
surface coverage sets inhomogeneity in molecular dynamics, would provide a more realistic
picture of dye sensitized systems. At the simplest level, this could be achieved by using
existing models but with an effective disorder term: σeff = ασ. The coefficient α would
vary from 1 for high coverage to a higher number (3 in this case) for low coverage. σ
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would be a term that is dye specific, quantifying the flexibility of the molecule studied.
Using such an effective disorder term would allow for more accurate comparison between
systems; i.e. keeping σ constant but varying α or vice-versa. In the future, we would need to
reconcile the various pieces of theory developed so far and build a general model for charge
transport and recombination in DSSCs that accounts for a sensible description of energetic
and configurational disorder in the dye monolayer.
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